OUTER BEAUTY
INNER STRENGTH
COMMITMENT

Letter from the President’s Desk

Superior Concrete Fence of Texas has been a pioneer in precast concrete fencing for over 30 years. We have always kept our commitment to create and to offer superior-quality concrete products, while dedicating ourselves to excellence in customer service. We continue to work hard to establish and to preserve our name and brand as the industry leader, in the United States and abroad. We are so confident in the quality of our engineered products and processes — they are certified by the National Precast Concrete Association and are proven to last for generations. Your security and satisfaction always come first with a new Superior Rail® fence, as with our full line of products and services.

Todd Sternfeld
President - Founder
Superior Strength. Superior Resistance. Superior Value.

Superior Rail™ fencing is strong enough to secure large livestock, withstands the ravages of weather, and is impervious to insects. There's no costly maintenance, and Superior Rail™ adds property and aesthetic value to your land.
Superior Rail™ is a unique and reliable precast concrete reinforced post and rail system. Manufactured with integral color, steel bars in the posts and rails, plus fiber reinforced high strength concrete. It all adds up to a Superior Concrete Fence that outlasts traditional wood and wire, plastic and metal pipe fencing. Our Superior concrete Rail fencing is impervious to insects and won’t allow livestock to push their limits.
GOOD FENCES = MAKE = GOOD NEIGHBORS & WE MAKE BOTH
The eye-catching look of natural wood, with its permanent color, is more elegant than pipe fencing or any other traditional materials. Superior Rail™ will be just as attractive decades after the first day it appears on your land.
VERSATILE

Superior Rail™ provides versatility offering a **2 rail** (3 feet high) concrete fence that will border a trail, driveway entrance, or a golf course application. It can also divide one section of your land from another. The **3 rail** (4 feet high) provides a safe and secure surrounding for horses, livestock and cattle. The **4 rail** (5 feet high) will provide additional security to your horses and cattle plus provide additional prominence to larger estates and ranches.
Superior Rail™ is a unique and reliable rail fence system, manufactured with durable, reinforced precast concrete. This fence's beautiful design will enhance your surroundings, while maintaining its natural-looking wood texture for decades to come.

- Wood texture on both sides with integral color
- Decorative reinforced precast concrete modular component system
- Superior Rail™ Fences include posts and rails
- The post is embedded into the concrete footing/pier
- Anchored to the ground by poured concrete piers spaced at 8’-0” on center
- Superior 2-Rail (3’-0” from grade to top of post)
- Superior 3-Rail (4’-0” from grade to top of post)
- Superior 4-Rail (5’-0” from grade to top of post)
- Posts have typical cross section dimensions of 6” as measured from face to face
- Rails have typical dimensions of 7’-10 3/4” long x 5 1/2” high x 2 1/4” wide
- Rails are reinforced with steel rebar for longevity and durability
SUPERIOR RAIL™ HAS A WIDE VARIETY OF INTEGRAL COLOR OPTIONS THAT ARE MIXED DIRECTLY INTO THE CONCRETE.

For accurate color representation please contact Superior Concrete Products to request a precast color sample.
Superior Concrete Products is a pioneer in **Hard Work**, utilizing exceptional **Creativity** in the precast industry. Superior has been a leader in **Innovation**, with over 30 years of **Experience** in the precast industry, and incorporates the latest building **Technology** into versatile a product line.
MANUFACTURED THE OLD FASHIONED WAY

SECURE YOUR SURROUNDINGS WITH SUPERIOR CONCRETE RAIL FENCING

CONCRETEFENCE.COM
VISIT CONCRETEFENCE.COM TO SEE VARIOUS PRODUCT LINES OR CALL (800) 942-9255.